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POWERS UP!

NEWS FROM NOGALES

Welcome to our May

Curtis de Mexico has re-opened as an essential

2020 newsletter. The

supplier to a number of customers and

last four weeks have
been staggering, to

industries. At this time, Curtis de Mexico has

say the least. I'm

passed a facility audit conducted by Mexico

incredibly proud of my

Authorities. Standards for employee health and

teams at Curtis
Industries and Tri-Mag as we've kept our

safety as well requirements to continue

doors open, operating as essential

operations as an essential business were the

businesses during the COVID-19 pandemic.

focus of this crucial audit. Employees are

Our primary focus is to maintain a sense of

attending on a voluntary basis and, as stipulated

normalcy, continuing to provide a safe

by the Mexican Government, we are focusing on

working environment and maintain our

manufacturing products for essential businesses.

collaboration with all companies, including
those companies designated as essential
businesses and suppliers to critical

The Mexico Government requires qualification of

industries. We're ready, willing and able to

Essential Businesses via a letter that identifies

work with you on your next project!

Curtis Industries/Curtis de Mexico as a supplier

This month, we're highlighting our

to companies defined as essential businesses.

L6R300DM Series Medical Power Supply.

This letter should also include the part numbers

Innovative, inexpensive and proven medical

of components purchased from Curtis Industries,

reliability, this DOE Level VI power supply is
available in four output voltages (12V, 15V,

as well as the end applications. This directive

24V and 48V) as either a Class I or Class II

comes verbally from the Mexico authorities, so it

design to match your needs.

is a directive we take very seriously. We just

We hope you enjoy the content we've

want to stress the important role these Essential

shared with you. Please email me at

Business Letters play in our continued effort to

sjpowers@curtisind.com with any

keep the production lines operating. If you are

questions or business inquiries.

designated as an Essential Business, we strongly

Please stay safe and healthy!

recommend that you submit your letter following

Steven

the guidelines we have been presented. If you
have any questions please contact Curtis
Industries for further information.

